
Loren Stone BA (Hons) LBIPP
Howe Lane Farm, Maidenhead, SL6 3JP

07956 393844           loren@stonephotos.co.uk            www.stonephotos.co.uk

Portrait & Event Price List
Size inches

(approx.)
Size cm 
(approx.)

Format Print Ply Print Ali Print Acrylic
Print

Framed
Print

7 x 5 17.5 x 12.5 Rectangle £ 15
9 x 6 22.5 x 15 Rectangle £ 17

10/12 x 8 25/30 x 20 Rectangle £ 22 £ 110 £ 120 £ 140 £ 130
16 x 12 40 x 30 Rectangle £ 38 £ 140 £ 150 £ 170 £ 170
20 x 16 50 x 40 Rectangle £ 50 £ 190 £ 180 £ 230 £ 220
24 x 20 60 x 50 Rectangle £ 75 £ 230 £ 210 £ 290 £ 270
30 x 20 75 x 50 Rectangle £ 90 £ 280 £ 240 £ 320 £ 310
40 x 30 100 x 75 Rectangle £ 130 £ 490 £ 420 £ 570 £ 550

20 x 8 50 x 20 Panoramic £ 40 £ 125 £ 140 £ 170 £ 150
30 x 10 76 x 25 Panoramic £ 70 £ 180 £ 180 £ 210 £ 220
40 x 20 100 x 50 Panoramic £ 100 £ 370 £ 330 £ 440 £ 410

8 x 8 20 x 20 Square £ 20 £ 90 £ 110 £ 130 £ 120
12 x 12 30 x 30 Square £ 30 £ 120 £ 130 £ 160 £ 140
16 x 16 40 x 40 Square £ 50 £ 160 £ 160 £ 190 £ 190
20 x 20 50 x 50 Square £ 80 £ 210 £ 200 £ 250 £ 240
24 x 24 60 x 60 Square £ 90 £ 300 £ 230 £ 310 £ 290

If you require another size, let me know and I will find out if it can be made

Digital Images
(Not to be used for commercial use unless Stone Photos agree to this)

All Images will be retouched if necessary, if you require extra retouching, there may be an additional charge.

Discount for multiple wall art items (not including prints)

Small Digital Images (approx 6x9"): They will be supplied via online download
If you would like a digital image for printing your own cards, small prints etc, this costs £20

Or 7 images for £100 (each image is £14 thereafter)

10 High Resolution Digital Images:
Choose your 10 favourite images and have them put onto USB, this costs £250 

(additional high resolution digital images will cost £20 each). 

All High Resolution Digital Images:
If you would like to purchase all of the edited images from your portrait session on USB, this costs £400. 

You then are able to print the pictures yourself and share them with friends & family.
(This is for 1 portrait session, multiple sessions can be purchased at a discounted price, ordered at the same time)



Print

Ply Print

Ali Print

Acrylic Print

Framed Print

This is a standard unframed print, ready for you to mount or frame. 
Printed in a luste finish unless requested otherwise

Plyprints are incredibly strong and have a beautifully layered edge, that 
will really make your prints stand out. The edges are sanded and waxed 
to highlight the subtle layers of birch timber. Your print is then 
mounted permanently onto the smooth surface and a matte laminate is 
applied to protect it. Each Plyprint comes with a keyhole drilled into 
the reverse allowing you to hang them directly onto your walls. At 
18mm thick smaller plyprints can be free standing.

A solid 2mm aluminium panel, provides a stable rigid surface with a 
sleek slim-line brushed aluminium edge. A wooden sub-frame is 
attached to the reverse to act as a hanging mechanism and also to give a 
floating appearance off the wall.

We use the highest quality 3mm Perspex to produce our professional 
acrylic prints. Your print is face mounted onto the acrylic panel using 
an optically clear adhesive producing high-definition crystal clear 
results. Backed with a solid aluminium panel to protect the print and 
with a wooden sub-frame attached to the rear, your image will float off 
the wall providing a beautiful contemporary display.

These solid wood, classic framed prints finish off your pictures 
perfectly. Our most popular frame, show on the left, has a slim, box 
frame which works really well with multi image pictures. Depending 
on the frame size it will have either a 3mm glass or 3mm UV protected 
acrylic glass. The frames come ready to hang.


